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maestro has a function that can be called, speech repair. this is actually a very powerful feature. however, it seems that it has been a missing feature in maestro, perhaps because the language is in a foreign language. i don't know. but, with this feature, you can ask maestro to fix your "bad" speech. i am a young girl when i first
used maestro. i was in grade 4, and i did not know the first thing about english. then, i spoke in this very broken english and maestro recognized it. i was so surprised! i didn't know this feature existed! maestro was a blessing when i learned my first language. it did not work on day 1 and it still does not. unfortunately, it only

recognizes the last few words of the sentence and not the whole sentence. it asks me to start over when i finish the last word in the wrong sentence. i just purchased maestro version 3.4.1, and i am disappointed with the results. i have given voice commands many times from version 2 up to 3.5.0 and i never had any problem. i
bought maestro because i thought it would be wonderful because my mother once told me that i was the greatest speaker in the world and my brother could not recognize my voice. the first time i tried to use maestro, i was not pleased because it did not work. it did not recognize my voice. it did recognize some words but not
all. i sent an email to maestro and they told me that they are working on it. a few days later, i called to find out if there was a solution. the voice recognition on the mac has always been woeful and it still is. i have reported over a dozen speech recognition bugs in the last 10 years or so. the core problem appears to be a buffer

overflow in the core speech recognition routines. i have reproduced the bug several times. for example, in the past, i was using the following command to activate a mac to launch a url:
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then i asked the nuance customer service reps if they were going to warn me when the mac was being quiet and they told me that the mac was actually not that quiet, that the problem was that they were not recording fast enough, that they were trying to work out how they could solve this problem. i tried using the maestro software to record my speech but had a
problem. when i speak, the sound of my mouth changes according to what i am saying. for example, if i am saying something in a foreign language, i tend to pronounce the words "softly". when i speak, my lips flutter (not normal speech). it is as if i have a "bad" mouth. when i close my mouth, i really do not hear anything and i have to speak slowly and clearly to

understand what i have said. unfortunately, maestro does not have this function to correct my speech. so, i was forced to resort to recording myself using audacity and then using the "fix up" function in audacity to replace the old recording with the new one. i would have much preferred for maestro to have this function, especially for people who are hard of hearing.
for the years of using maestro, i was able to improve my speech when i speak. but, unfortunately, i have not been able to use maestro to correct my speech for years. my first using maestro was as a young teen, 14 years old, and i was talking in real estate office. it was not fun talking, particularly when i spoke in spanish. i found it easier to talk in english. i was too

young to be made fun of. and, there was no insurance in real estate business then. so, i was forced to do whatever i can do in order to be free of large commissions, small bonuses, and other incentives. 5ec8ef588b
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